QUOTATION NOTICE

Sealed quotations are invited from the reputed firms for the supply and installation of the following items for the aquaculture facility as per the individual specifications, terms and conditions.

1. Generator (Petrol)

- Maximum Output: 7000 VA
- Rated output: 5500 VA
- Rated Current: 23.9A
- Fuel: Petrol
- Starting System: Recoil/Electric Starter

2. Circular Fibre Reinforced Plastic (FRP) tanks

- Size: 1 m x 0.5 m (Diameter x Height); With conical bottom (10 cm slope- inclusive of height)
- Thickness: 5mm; 12 numbers; Total height with stand (1.3 m); Stand height - 0.3 m (1\(\frac{1}{4}\) inch pipe)- extended till top of the tank; Bottom opening - 1 inch pipe; Overflow port - 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) inch pipe; Colour: Blue
Terms and conditions

1. Separate Quotation must be submitted for each equipment.
2. The rates quoted should be inclusive of all kind of charges including cost of equipment, Concessional GST @ 5%, transportation, loading, unloading, installation and modification charges etc.
3. The quotation should be only in Indian Rupees for indigenous items. In case of foreign quote, the vendors may quote their rates in Indian Rupees as well as in Foreign Currency.
4. All relevant technical literature pertaining to items quoted with full specifications, information about the products quoted, including brochures if any should accompany the quotation.
5. Quotation should be valid for a period of 120 days from the date of opening and the period of delivery required should also be clearly indicated.
6. Compliance Statement: Equipment point-by-point comparison/compliance statement with technical specification indicated in the tender, should be enclosed along with the tender as well as any other extra features of the equipment be shown separately therein and also compliance statement for all commercial terms.
7. The undersigned has the right to accept or reject any quotation without assigning any reason thereof.
8. Complaints with the items supplied during warranty period should be rectified/ replaced to the satisfaction of the University by the suppliers at their own cost.
9. The payment will be made after satisfactory installation.

The sealed quotations should reach The Head, Department of Aquatic Biology and Fisheries, Kerala University Campus, Kariavattom P.O., Thiruvananthapuram-695 581, Kerala on or before 31.10.2019 at 11 am.